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There were two forms of this that I saw today. Their systems work as a whole body, where there is no
component more relevant than other, because without one of them the entire system would collapse. The
metric he wanted was a weekly average sales revenue for new locations so that Pret can make a buying
decision that would be more accurate than his team could have provided. Michael E. Pret a Manger is a large
chain of fresh prepared food based in London since when opened their first store in Victoria Station. Hickie, S.
Although the tangible benefits can be assessed by the increment of revenues and increasing of productivity,
those benefits most be combined with the effort made by management to use the information properly. Some
suppliers might take advantage of the reliance of the organisation on that relationship raising prices or
decreasing quality. Clarke, The MIS is a tool used by different levels of the company structure, as it holds
different type of information that serves to different people in the hierarchy of an organisation. Information
Systems basic terms and definitions It is well know nowadays massive quantity of terms and definitions for a
growing science as it is Management Information and Communication Systems. Essex, UK: Prentice Hall.
The decision problem that Costa Coffee management is facing is why Costa is losing customers from its main
competitors. Besides, the competition on food industry was becoming fiercer and customers became
demanding about healthy and safe products. This will be a much longer post than usual. Good, accurate
analytics are critical to this way of working. Technology is useless by itself. Pret differentiation key points are
the freshness, taste and natural products no additives or nasties , but this would be extremely difficult or at
high cost to sustain if they wouldn? Since Greeks, approximately years before Jesus, started to ask questions
about the movement of stars and the moon to search for answers to understand the phenomena of life, the race
for discovery how those bizarre forces could give advantage to the human on daily life, started over. Clarke, S.
Each store would traditionally have an existing manager come over to help with the launch. Essex, England:
Prentice Hall. The most important result of using computer technology, however, was the growing realization
that the technology itself cannot solve problems and that the introduction of technology results in change.
Pimm-Smith looked to bring a consultancy in for a data science project that would help the company decide
on new shop locations. Case Study: Pret a Manger. Bocij, et. The second part is focused of the case study: Pret
a Manger Ltd. Management Information Systems. The organisation may use its resources to gain competitive
advantage through information leadership. Case Study: Pret a Manger Ltd. PUBP  The increasing growing of
business, markets, economies and all new forms of doing business brought new challenges to management
because every second there was more information to be processed and the human capability had reached its
limit, and if more people were hired the costs would be astronomic making the company uncompetitive. Key
learning: having values is great, making them come to life and be relevant for a team day-in, day-out is a lot
harder but quite powerful when you get it right. Naturally the management of Costa is very concerned.
Pimm-Smith says that running on-premises allows for the speed he requires but also, with the BusinessObjects
mobile app, this information is available across the business in real time. The interesting learning, though, is
that James leaves the meeting and writes the three points on a whiteboard downstairs near the staff room.
Financial Times.


